
Our tasty traditional
scone mix

For creamy tasting, soft eating classic 
scones and more!

www.dawnfoods.co.uk
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Versatile mix

Just add water

Soft, crumbly texture

Ready to Create



Product Code Description Pack

0.01079.583 DAWN® Traditional Scone Mix 12.5kg

Dawn® Traditional Scone Mix   

Features 
• Just add warm water 

• Highly tolerant mix 

• Rises and holds shape well  

• Scrumptious, creamy taste 

• Soft, crumbly texture

RECIPE  
1000g  DAWN® Traditional Scone Mix  
440g Water 

To finish   Jam and fresh dairy cream

RECIPE   
Classic Scone Recipe as above
140g Cubed Butter - chilled
150g Dried Blueberries, Raspberries   
 or Strawberries

150g White chocolate chips 
To finish Sugar nibs  or    
 DAWN® Vanilla Glossy Icing

RECIPE 
Classic Scone Recipe as above
140g Cubed Butter  - chilled
150g DAWN® Orange Fruit Concentrate
150g Dark Chocolate Chips

To finish DAWN® Curls - Orange  

METHOD 
Follow these additional steps to the Classic Scones method above: 
Add the cubed butter in the first mixing.  30 seconds before the end of 
the second mixing add dried fruit and white chocolate chips. Roll out 
and cut into triangles approximately 3” wide at the base. Sprinkle with 
sugar nibs. Bake at 180°C for 15-16 minutes.  
For an alternative finish, leave off the sugar nibs and when cool spin 
with DAWN® Vanilla Glossy Icing.

METHOD 
Follow these additional steps to the Classic Scones method above: 
Add cubed butter in the first mixing. 30 seconds before the end of the 
second mixing add 75g of DAWN® Orange Fruit Concentrate and all of 
the dark chocolate chips. Roll out and cut into triangles approximately 
3” wide at the base. Top with the remaining DAWN® Orange Fruit 
Concentrate. Bake at 180°C for 15-16 minutes. To finish, sprinkle with 
DAWN® Curls - Orange. 

Benefits 
- Easy to make 

- Perfect results every time

- Bold, rustic looking end result 

- Guaranteed customer satisfaction 

- A delicious eat

Scones are a vital ingredient for afternoon tea. You can make these true English classics 
with confidence using our mix.

Our product
DAWN® Traditional Scone Mix produces fantastic rustic looking, creamy tasting, soft eating 
scones. Success is guaranteed with this tolerant mix - just add water and inclusions to make 
a range of scone varieties. Our mix delivers fabulous results every time, producing a fantastic 
product with consistently good volume. The delicious taste and great texture will have your 
customers coming back for more.
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 Classic Scones

 American Scones

 Chocolate & Orange Triangles

Living up to our Promises, Every Day
At Dawn Foods, we want to be a little bit better every day. So that you can keep surprising your customers with 

exciting new flavours, with delightful, high-quality products and delicious recipes. Every day, creating happiness with:

• Better taste, by being experts on traditional, local recipes since 1920 and passionately exploring the world for  

 new  tastes in sweet bakery.

• Better ingredients, by continuously striving for better quality,  as only the best quality ingredients deliver the  

 best end result.

• Better fit for purpose, by always improving our solutions to fit your changing specific needs and requirements.

• Better creativity, by constantly providing you with endless inspiration for delicious recipes and amazing  

 applications,  based on the latest trends.

METHOD 
Add 440g water to 1000g of DAWN® Traditional Scone Mix and mix for 
1 minute on slow speed.  Scrape down, mix for a further 2 minutes on 
second speed. Add any inclusions 30 seconds before the end of the 
 final mixing. Roll out and cut to the desired size. Finish with egg wash. 
Rest for 15 minutes, then bake at 240°C for approx. 12 minutes . To 
finish, fill with jam and fresh dairy cream. Top with sifted icing sugar.


